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Body & Spirit Hyrkanian Medicine and Religion By Vincent N. Darlage Hyrkanian Medicine and Health



Medicine in Hyrkania is guided by superstition and spiritualism, although an excellent understanding of diet and herbalism makes up for their lack of medical sophistication. Health is a matter of living in harmony with the spirits in and of the world. Hygiene is always a priority for Hyrkanians, which helps them in matters of infection. The basic premise of Hyrkanian medicine is that inharmonious living causes most illnesses and appeasing the spirits can prevent or cure most ailments.



Diet Hyrkanians consider breakfast and lunch to be important meals. Primarily they eat meat, milk, cheese, millet, rice and yogurt. Meat choices are varied, including fox, wolf, hare, mutton, wild ass, mountain sheep, oxen, horse, dog, goat, gazelle, camel and sausage freshly made from horse intestines. The Hyrkanians make bread biscuits cooked on hot stones and enjoy making a dish made with rice butter, sugar and raisins. Dumplings, often with meat, are widespread throughout Hyrkania, cooked in slightly different manners in each region. Cooking is done over a fire or on hot stones that had been near the fire. Meat is either cooked on a hot stone or cooked in salted water. Hyrkanians



do not make sauces or gravies. Cooking fires are made with dried dung. Wood on the steppe is too scarce a material to use for burning. Milk, from mares, cattle or goats, is boiled for the cream. The remaining milk is often made into cheese, curds, yogurt or liquor. The most common beverage for the Hyrkanians is a salty milk tea. Hyrkanians sometimes add butter and flour if a soup-like tea is desired. A Hyrkanian does not waste food. If a Hyrkanian cannot eat all of his meal, the remnants are placed in a square bag and stored for eating later. Even bones are not wasted. Marrow is sucked out of the bones and the bone itself is gnawed on for a substantial period of time. Only after the marrow is gone and the bone has been gnawed on appropriately is a bone given to a dog. Meat is often dried and ground up. Known as ‘bort,’ this lightweight dried ground meat is easy to carry and can be cooked in water to create a soup.



Medicine Hyrkanian medicine is primitive. The Hyrkanians have no physicians; each warrior is taught some rudimentary first-aid techniques to use on their fellow warriors in need. Most hordes of Hyrkanians have learned to travel with a Khitan
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or Turanian physician in tow but this is not always possible. Although Hyrkanians do not have learned physicians, they do have shamans. Shamans, though, are only called for when the basic skills of the nomads and herbalists fail. While shamans prefer to deal with the spiritual causes of illnesses, they know the physical symptoms must also be treated, so most shamans administer a herbal remedy as well as a spiritual healing, which is the true source of the problem. See Conan: Hyboria’s Fiercest for a table of herbs a Hyrkanian shaman might use. Ultimately, illness is caused either by angry ancestor spirits, sorcerers, devils or nature spirits according to the Hyrkanian shamans. Less powerful spirits (minor illnesses) can be cured by singing while waving a ritual fan over the sick person. The shaman will also make pulling or sucking gestures to draw the spirit out of the sick body. A shaman using this method may make a Heal check to cure the illness if the patient believes the shaman has the power to cure him (this may require a successful Perform check by the shaman against a Will save by the patient). Failure means the spirit is more powerful than the shaman initially thought. A more powerful spirit or a spell from a sorcerer usually requires the shaman to go into a trance (see the Shamanic Ecstasy spell in Conan: Faith & Fervour) and battle the spirit or spell on a spiritual plane. Illnesses caused by demons or extremely



powerful nature spirits are the hardest to cure and usually require sacrifices by the shaman. The shaman will also use weapons or hot irons to scare the spirit away. The shaman may also try to blind the spirit with reflected light from a mirror. Often with these most powerful of spirits, the shaman uses idols made of felt to catch the exiting spirit so it does not possess another. When a Hyrkanian falls sick, his family stabs a lance wrapped in black felt in front of his ger. Strangers to the sick warrior do not enter gers with the black lance planted in front other than a shaman and assistant. If the Hyrkanian is deemed to have a mortal wound or sickness, then everyone leaves to let the dying die in peace. Any who stay with the dying is not allowed to enter the camp of a Khan for at least nine months afterward. In these dire cases, a shaman may come and perform a soul retrieval. People die of sickness because either the ami or suns soul has left the body and entered the realm of Erlik Khan.



Hygiene Hygiene is important to a Hyrkanian because filthiness is an insult to the Everlasting Sky but, as nomads, there are some obstacles to overcome. To wash, they fill their mouths with water and spit small amounts into their hands, which they then use to wet whatever part of their body they wish to wash; for example, they will run their wet hands in their hair to dampen it for washing.



Disease Descriptions



Diseases suffered by the Hyrkanians are not different from those suffered by humans anywhere, so the rules for diseases will not be reprinted here. This section describes common diseases suffered by horses, a serious concern for any Hyrkanian.



Diseases have various symptoms and are spread through a number of vectors. The characteristics of several typical diseases are summarized on Hyrkanian Horse Diseases and defined below. This chart uses modern names for diseases for the ease of our use – the Hyrkanians would not call the diseases by these names. Disease: Diseases whose names are printed in italic in the table are supernatural in nature. The others are extraordinary. Infection: The disease’s method of delivery— ingested, inhaled, via injury, or contact. Keep in mind that some injury diseases may be transmitted by as small an injury as a flea bite and that most inhaled diseases can also be ingested (and vice versa). DC: The Difficulty Class for the Fortitude saving throws to prevent infection (if the character has been infected), to prevent each instance of repeated damage and to recover from the disease. Incubation Period: The time before damage begins. Damage: The ability damage the character takes after incubation and each day afterward. Cure: Use of this cure or cures by a healer gives the affected character a +1 bonus to his Fort save.



Hyrkanian Horse Diseases



by a period of dryness, brittle hoof can split the hooves and cause lameness in a horse. Rabies: Rabies are contracted through the bite of an infected animal, usually a dog. The disease ends with the death of the animal. An animal with rabies believes loud noises are the onset of an attack, so they become violent as they attempt to protect themselves. They bite and kick. They often break their jaws in their attacks, especially if they attack fences or mangers. Their attacks usually reopen the original bite, which they also attack with their bites. It will throw itself at the ground and typically breaks its limbs. Eventually the animal dies of internal bleeding.



Religion in Hyrkania



The Hyrkanians are not particularly passionate in their religious beliefs. Religion is a minor matter in the lives of the Hyrkanians and is mostly something they take for granted and give little thought toward. Their uncaring attitude toward religion leaves them fairly tolerant about varied belief systems; generally speaking, Hyrkanians do not bother to indulge themselves in religious persecution of others.



Disease I n f e c t i o n Incubation Damage DC Basic Cosmology B r i t t l e Injury 18 1d2 weeks Lameness The Hyrkanians believe everything in the Hoof universe is interdependent and interconnected Rabies Injury 22 1d8 weeks Insane fury circles within circles, built upon fundamental processes that appear in every aspect of the Types of Diseases: Typical diseases include the universe, large and small, visible and invisible. following: Everything is part of the universe, a microuniverse in an infinite series until the whole of Brittle Hoof: Often caused from having the hoofs the universe is captured as a whole. Thus, an in water for extended periods of time followed open and wise mind can observe smaller facets of
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the universe in order to arrive at greater truths. If the universe is comprised of interconnected microcosms that work with the same principles of the greater universe, then observation of one microcosm or phenomenon informs the observer about the rest of the microcosms. This leads the wise man to a fundamental truth – a person is a micro-version of the universe, wherein all parts are also interdependent and interconnected. Therefore, if a wise man understands himself, that man understands everything in the universe. ‘Know thyself ’ is the ultimate truth of Hyrkanian religion. This interconnected cosmos has multiple layers, all connected by some spire, be it a tree or mountain, just as the human body has multiple layers all connected by the spinal column. These layers are not stacked on top of each other but interconnect and lie throughout each other, sort of parallel worlds; they are spiritual worlds. People or spirits in the upper or lower spiritual layers cannot be seen by most people in the physical layer but their presence can be indicated by a sudden sparking of a fire, the barking of a dog at the unseen or other omens. Shamans are often able to see the spirits regardless of which realm they are in. The Hyrkanians believe all things have a dominant spirit, especially things that have long been in the possession of living things. There are greater and lesser spirits just as there are greater and lesser people or horses. Each spirit has its own jurisdiction, an object, person, process or area in its charge. Other spirits have other spirits in their jurisdiction, just as a khan might have a tribe under his protection and guidance. This ultimately ends up with one ultimate spirit or force from which all comes from – but the Hyrkanians do not attempt to give this force any kind of human traits or foibles. This force is simply an all-pervading



reality. Unlike monotheistic religions, this force does not command people or demand anything from people, since people are just as much a part of it as rivers, mountains, stars or the sky. Through this force everything and everyone is connected and in their place. There are spirits of the upper worlds and spirits of the lower worlds and spirits of this world. This belief in spirits is the reasons why Hyrkanians do not till the soil and never developed an agrarian culture. They believe digging into the soil and growing plants with the sole intention of harvesting them are attacks on nature. Attacking nature is a sure way to anger the spirits and bring down horrid luck upon themselves and the tribe. The Hyrkanians observe that all the world around them serves a purpose, so they also believe the same is true of themselves – giving them a belief in personal destiny or fate, a purpose to exist in the universe. They also believe that destiny is created by the person, every single moment of every single day. Hyrkanians do believe in destiny but not as the Shemites believe. Destiny is not something handed to them by gods but something self-created, for are not the Hyrkanians spirits themselves and part of the ultimate reality? By taking responsibility for their own destinies, the Hyrkanians develop an intense faith in their own personal power. By cooperating with the spirits around them, they grow more powerful still, for a spirit ally will aid a friend, just as a physical ally will aid a friend. So long as a Hyrkanian’s actions are in harmony with the greater forces around that Hyrkanian, then the harmonies will extend throughout eternity and that Hyrkanian’s actions will effectively be endorsed by all the Heavens. Everything in a Hyrkanian’s world-view is circular. The heavens are circular, the movement of the
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sun is circular, the shape of the sun and moon are circular, the cycles of time are circular and lives are circular, as people live, die, are reborn to live and die again and again. Even their homes, the gers, are circular. Everything in the universe has direction as well. Hyrkanians are extremely nervous and uncomfortable if they cannot orient themselves in terms of the four cardinal directions. North, south, east and west are a matter of course to Hyrkanians; if they lose track of the directions, they are likely to become upset and frustrated, if not panicky.



Heaven and Hell



After death, the souls of humans pass into the lower world, where they dwell in cold and darkness. Shamans who have visited the lower world say the inhabitants are likewise cold and they have cold, black blood. The sun and the moon are dim here but otherwise it resembles the physical world, complete with forests, mountains and settlements. The souls living here even have their own shamans. Some of the inhabitants are waiting for reincarnation while others are permanent. The Great Khan of the lower worlds is Erlik and to him is given the authority of a khan over the souls in his realm. His is the decision to allow a soul to reincarnate and to which family the incarnation will be given. If a soul wanders into the lower realm before the physical body has died, shamans must still negotiate with Erlik Khan, for only he can give permission for the soul to return. The World River, a wild river with rapids, flows into the lower world and it is protected by a spirit named Hyrkandai Nagts. This spirit’s purpose is to stop souls from entering the lower world before physical death. Whirlpools, springs, caves and caverns also lead to the lower world. There is also place called Ela Guren where Erlik sends the worst



of the evil souls to be extinguished forever, never to reincarnate again. The upper world is brightly lit by seven suns and its lands are unspoiled, a place where spirits always live in the traditional ways. The souls of humans do not go here after death, although shamans may visit. Its khan is Ulgen, a brother to Erlik. To reach the upper world, a shaman must learn to fly, transform themselves into birds, mount a flying animal, such as a reindeer, horse or goat, climb the Tree of the Universe, or ascend a rainbow. These are done in ecstatic states and are symbolised in the physical realm to give the shaman power in the spiritual; for example, if the shaman wants to climb the Tree of the Universe, he chooses an earthly tree to symbolise the Tree and climbs the physical tree in an ecstatic trance, which sends his spirit up the Tree of the Universe.



The Power of Spirit



The Hyrkanians believe spiritual connections are stronger than biological connections. For example, a man who swears a certain oath to his chief is considered more bound to his chief than if he were his chief ’s biological brother. As another example, a man who marries a woman with children from another man considers the children to be his, believing there is a pre-existing spiritual bond that brought the children to him. Hyrkanians also believe that blood-ties are brought about primarily because of the same spiritual ties. This belief is a precursor to the more codified Karmic beliefs of later civilisations.



A Multiplicity of Souls



The physical body requires more than one soul to animate it. Humans have at least three souls (shamans, for example, have four) and animals



have at least two souls. The three souls of humans are the suld, the ami and the suns. Shamans also have an utha soul. The ami and suns souls oscillate together around the spinal column in the pattern of a sine wave, speeding up as a person gets excited, whereas the suld soul rests atop the spinal column at the crown of the head. The various souls in Hyrkanian religion are defined in more detail in the following paragraphs. Suld: The suld soul resides in the crown of the head and is a connection to the Everlasting Sky. This soul does not reincarnate but resides in nature after death, sometimes residing in an object or place closely associated with the Hyrkanian in life. Some reside in ongon idols or dolls after death. This soul is the most individual of the souls, living only once in a physical body. Animals do not have a suld soul. Ami: The ami soul is a reincarnating soul that grants a body the ability to breath and move. Between incarnations, the ami exists as a bird. Ami souls usually reincarnate with relatives, maintaining a lineage. When the spirit of the womb, Umai, is ready to give a baby its breath, she sends a spirit horse, an omisi morin, to summon the needed ami and bring it to the womb where it can enter the body of the baby. Animals have an ami soul. The ami can be displaced from the body by sorcery or trauma and, if displaced, can cause illness. If an ami soul is displaced, it often takes a shaman to restore it to the body and put it in harmony with the suns soul. Necromancers animate the dead by summoning ami souls and putting them in corpses; this is a horrible crime, for while trapped in a corpse by a sorcerer, the ami soul cannot be summoned by Umai for reincarnation – and results in a stillbirth.



Suns: The suns soul is the repository of the collective experiences of the person and all of its past lives. It forms a large part of a person’s personality. This soul, like the ami, reincarnates – unless Erlik Khan deems otherwise. It is the suns soul that travels to the lower worlds upon death and Erlik Khan is in charge of these souls. Erlik decides if the souls reincarnate and may even consign a suns soul to eternal oblivion by destroying it. The suns soul is the most likely to leave the body and, if it leaves, it sometimes becomes lost or confused – and sometimes unwittingly becomes trapped in the lower worlds, requiring a shaman to negotiate with Erlik Khan for its release. Ghosts are either visiting suns souls or suns souls that did not, could not or would not find the lower worlds upon the death of the physical body. The suns soul of a person who has lived an utterly outstanding life is allowed to live in the upper worlds (usually on clouds) after death as an endur spirit. Utha: The utha soul is a spirit that attaches itself to a shaman and follows the shaman around as a fourth soul. The utha soul is a manifestation of Heaven’s power. In game terms, the utha soul is what provides the shaman with Power Points (see the rules for sorcery in Conan the Roleplaying Game). The utha can be stored in the shaman’s costume or in certain relics of power. The utha soul stays with certain lineages, so a shaman’s power can be handed down from shaman to child during the child’s initiation. The utha soul is the spirit that initiates new shamans, often during an illness or trauma. When not attached to a shaman, an utha spirit lives in the upper worlds as a shaman to the upper world inhabitants.



The Power of Words



The Hyrkanians believe words create reality if said with conviction. Melodies and songs carry words
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of power and the drum is the primary instrument. They believe in astral projection and similar ideas about out-of-body experiences where the battles with hostile spirits occur. It is a dangerous occupation, for certain powerful objects can trap souls. The northern Hyrkanians believe the ‘man in the moon’ is a shaman who flew too close to the moon and became ensnared by it. The moon is analogous to the Land of the Dead for most of these Hyrkanians.



marriage. In the first spring after marrying, a man must sacrifice a light coloured horse to the gods. The sacrifice is made in a birch thicket. The horse is treated with full respect. A red ribbon is tied to its mane and no woman may mount it. Women are not allowed to be present at the sacrifice. Women may eat the meat afterwards but only unmarried girls may partake of the feast at the sacrificial location after the ceremony is concluded. A married woman may not approach any closer than sixty feet.



Fire is Sacred



When any animal is killed for a sacrifice, the head, throat, lungs and heart are always removed as one piece to avoid damaging the soul residing within. Collectively, the head, throat, lungs and heart are called the zuld and are believed to be the home of the ami and suns souls of the animal. After any sacrifice, the zuld and the animal’s hide are hung on poles.



Fire is a purifying force for the Hyrkanians and is sacred to the point that anyone who can control fire (such as a smith) is seen to have magical powers. Hyrkanians believe it is rude to stamp out a fire, put rubbish in it or douse it with water. A Hyrkanian may make a small sacrifice to the spirit world by throwing a piece of grease on the fire. The resulting spurt of intense flame and sound after the sacrifice reveals the resulting happiness of the spirit. In the shamanistic society of the northern Hyrkanians, the blacksmith is considered more powerful than the shaman, for though the shaman can speak with spirits, the blacksmith commands fire and protected by fire. Often, the blacksmith is the older brother of the shaman. Still, the shaman is the more charismatic and must be, for he must be able to sway his tribe with the power of his performances to have any effect, using props and symbols as necessary.



Sacrifices to the Gods



Hyrkanians make live sacrifices is through the Pole-offering. Horses, humans or game meats are suspended living from poles and dedicated to the gods. Another sacrifice is made after a man’s



Animals are Sacred



Animals, because they have ami and suns souls, reincarnate and have personalities. Animals may reincarnate as humans and vice versa, so an animal is not seen as inferior to humans in any way. If a human behaves in an animal-like manner, then it is obvious to a Hyrkanian that the person was an animal in a prior life and if an animal betrays an almost human-like canniness, then the observing Hyrkanian will know the animal was once a person. Animals are also believed to have language and even psychic abilities. The tiger, the snow leopard and the bear are the most powerful animals the Hyrkanians know; these animals are often revered as honoured ancestors. Many tribes and clans take certain animals as their tribal totem or symbol. Eagles, bulls, reindeer, wolves, tigers, snow leopards and bears are among the most common totemic symbols. Other animals are
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unlikely to be ‘real.’ Snakes, fox, spiders, pheasant and porcupines are believed to be soul-travelling shamans, so they are never hunted or eaten. Shamans call upon animal spirits for guidance and teaching.



The Nature of Death



Hyrkanians do not distinguish much between animate and inanimate, or even between living and dead, beyond physical differences. Spiritually, there is no difference – the difference is only in physical state. A dead man is still spiritually present, just as a tree is spiritually present. Thus Hyrkanians have little fear of death. Hyrkanians also believe in reincarnation. If a spirit wants to take physical form as a person, it becomes born as a person. No one speaks a dead man’s name for three generations out of fear of the still living consciousness of the dead, for he probably will not have reincarnated yet. Hyrkanians believe they will live in a similar but different world than this after death, a world where their lifestyle remains essentially unchanged.



Burials



Funeral ceremonies are ritual attempts to reconcile the suld soul of the deceased with the local gazriin ezen spirits. Since the suld soul tends to occupy things in nature, the gazriin ezen spirits often take offence, so the ritual diplomatically handles the situation. A Hyrkanian burial is of two forms, depending on the rank and esteem of the dead Hyrkanian. Lower ranking Hyrkanians are simply buried. A living slave is buried beneath the corpse. Before the slave can die, the slave is exhumed, resuscitated and re-buried. Three times the slave is exhumed.



If the slave survives, he is freed. Otherwise he is buried a fourth time and left there. A high-ranking Hyrkanian is buried within his tent, usually in a place of his choosing. The corpse is buried in a sitting position in the centre of the tent. His table is in front of him with a bowl of meat and a jug of fermented mare’s milk. A mare and her foal is buried in the tent along with the saddled stallion. This gives the newly dead soul something to eat and drink, a horse to ride, the beginnings of a new herd and a home, for everything in the physical world has a counterpart in the spiritual world. A horse is killed after the burial for a feast in the honour of the dead (although the dead person’s name is never mentioned). The meat is eaten at the feast but its skin is stuffed in straw and raised on a pole over the grave.



Idols



The Hyrkanians make doll-like idols out of felt, stone and/or wood to represent the images of their household spirits; these idols are called ongons. As houses for ancestor spirits, these idols are set up on the sides of the tent-doors or other places of honour. Hyrkanians always offer these idols the first milk from their flocks. They are routinely given offerings of alcohol, blood or fat as well. An important idol is an ongon made to honour the totem spirit of the tribe and is seen as a protector of ger and herd. Shamans have their own special ongons. They make temporary ongons to hold disease spirits and possessive devils. The spirits are released when the ongons are safely disposed of in the wilderness. Hyrkanian shamans also make a large set of ongons to house their special helper spirits. Other ongons are made by shamans and left with patients to help them heal and to protect their souls.



Other than temporary ongons, the idols are passed down from generation to generation. Destroying an ongon tends to anger the ancestor spirit whose home it is.



Shrines



The sites of Hyrkanian worship are cairns of stones with a single vertical pole sticking out of the center where prayers and sacrifices are performed. These piles of rock are known as ovoos. Sacrifices include leaving food or gifts to the spirits of the ovoo, including just adding another stone to the pile. A Hyrkanian visiting the ovoo (or even just passing by one) will circle an ovoo three times in a clockwise direction when leaving an offering in order to receive luck from the ovoo spirits (the Games Master may grant a Hyrkanian doing this a one time reroll during the game, or a +1 bonus to something, or allow one attack or skill check to automatically succeed instead of requiring the character to make a roll). The circling is symbolic of joining the cosmic procession of the stars and sun. Adding stones to the cairn is said to improve the spirit’s overall power. Each clan makes ovoos in their own peculiar way, often using them to mark the outer limits of a clan’s territory. A person knowledgeable in ovoos may use them to determine whose land he is entering in the same manner that a noble might read another’s heraldry. In addition to ovoos, the Hyrkanians have prayer trees. A prayer tree is a shrine to nature spirits and becomes such after a shaman performs a certain ceremony around the tree to cleans the nature spirits of the area of the after-effects of violence in the area. Prayer trees are said to promotes harmony and calm in those passing by or living in their vicinity.
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Fate Points & Luck



Hyrkanians believe strongly that they are individually responsible for one’s actions and that each person has their own path. They also believe in blessings from the spirits for being in harmony with nature. This is reflected in Fate Points in Conan the Roleplaying Game and is called buyanhishig. Games Masters should feel free to penalise a Hyrkanian character for violating taboos, showing disrespect for spirits or ancestors, unhygienic behaviour (including general uncleanliness) or by offending nature spirits by tilling the soil or killing animals for no purpose. Likewise, Games Masters may grant Fate Points or bonuses (as if circling an ovoo) if the Hyrkanian character is especially generous or if the character performs the dallaga ritual. The dallaga ritual is a ritual calling of the spirits of heaven by circling the hands in a clockwise motion while chanting the word ‘hurai’ over and over. If a Fate Point is too much, then grant a bonus similar to that earned by circling an ovoo (see the previous section).



Gods of Hyrkania



Hyrkanians do not worship gods as most men in the Hyborian age do. Hyrkanians worship the nature spirits of the world around them. They worship lakes, rivers, mountains, forests and, as the most powerful of nature spirits, the Everlasting Sky. Some greater spirits are given names, such as Erlik Khan, who is a greater spirit who the khan of the lower worlds. The Everlasting Sky (Tngre Etseg): The Everlasting Sky, Father Heaven, is both timeless and endless. The Everlasting Sky is not seen as a person but simply as the blue sky. He has two children, Erlik and Ulgen. All Hyrkanian rituals begin with an invocation of the Everlasting Sky, the Mother Earth and the ancestors. The



Everlasting Sky is everywhere and sees everything, so he assigns fate based on the behaviour of his worshippers. Spells designed to influence the weather are always directly addressed to The Everlasting Sky. Mountains are emblems of his power. Mother Earth (Gazar Itugan): Like the Everlasting Sky, the Mother Earth is not visualised as a person. Trees are emblems of her power. She is prayed to for fertility. Erlik Khan: Erlik is the khan of the lower worlds and his is the power to command the suns souls who reach his realm. He is an evil spirit, the brother of Ulgen Khan. Erlik is a son of the Everlasting Sky. His colour is yellow and he is death personified. He has a strong sense of irony and humour. Although humans are supposed to reincarnate as humans, he often likes to force suns souls who have been particularly evil to reincarnate as monkeys. For those of a particularly vile nature, he sends them to Ela Guren, the region of the lower worlds where souls are annihilated. Erlik created the eagle and disease. His holy direction is to the east. Ulgen Khan: Ulgen is the khan of the upper worlds and his is the power to command the upper spirits. He is a good spirit, the brother of Erlik Khan. He is the creator of man and the animals. His holy direction is to the west. Usan Khan: Usan is the lord of water and his is the power to command the water spirits. His holy direction is to the south. Tatai Khan: Tatai is the lord of violent weather and his is the power to command the weather spirits. He can summon tornados and lightning. His holy direction is to the north.



Umai: Umai is the daughter of Mother Earth and is the spirit of the womb. She is charged with power over ami souls, granting them to newborns. She sends spirit-horses to find the ami soul desired and bring it to the womb. If a sorcerer steals ami souls to animate dead things, then the child will be stillborn. Umai is prayed to when fertility is desired.



•



•



Golomto: Golomto is the daughter of Mother Earth and is the spirit of fire. She is summoned by flint and iron. She is a patron of blacksmiths. She is prayed to when matters of purity are of concern. Spirits of Nature and Sky: There are more spirits in the world than can be discussed in a volume of this size. Some spirits are so powerful a shaman cannot master them, yet others are so easy to control that a novice has but to speak and they listen. Listed here are some of the more wellknown spirits. The Games Master is free to create new ones for his campaigns. • Chotgor: These are suns spirits of the deceased that become lost and did not find their way to Erlik Khan’s dark realm – or found their way out of that bleak underworld due to accident or anger. These spirits bring with them death, disease and insanity. • Kut: Kut spirits are similar to chotgor spirits but they were never incarnate, just troublesome. • Ozoor: Ozoor spirits are the suld souls of deceased persons that roam freely through the wilderness and the natural world. Sometimes they pick a natural place to reside, such as a rock, tree or cave. They are relatively neutral to man but can be angered or pleased. • Ongon: Ongon spirits are suld souls of deceased persons that reside in dolls and figures of the same name. They are helper spirits.
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•



Utha: The suld souls of shamans sometimes become spirits who hang about shamans of the same lineage, becoming a fourth soul. Some shamans classify the utha as a special type of ongon spirit, others give it its own category. Burhan: Burhan spirits are demons that cause illness and disease. Burhan spirits are extremely powerful, much more powerful than chotgor or kut spirits. Shamans cannot usually master a burhan spirit but require helper spirits if control is needed. Most of the time, shamans simply plead with a burhan to leave a person alone. Otherwise, the shaman must battle the burhan spirit and force it into the form of on ongon spirit, which leaves the spirit weak and more easily handled. Gazriin Ezen: The gazriin ezen spirits are the masters of nature, the spirits of the places on the earth. They are the spirits and voices of mountains, lakes, trees, rocks, buildings and settlements. They sometimes come into conflict with ancestor spirits who want to inhabit the natural things that belong to the gazriin ezen.



Requirements of Worship: Live in harmony with the spirits of all things. Benefits of Worship: Atonement, Faith. Requirements for Ordained Priesthood: Knowledge (religion) 6 ranks. Benefits of Ordained Priesthood: Standard plus as follows: sorcery teaching available (Divinations and Nature magic only). Typical Punishments for Disloyal Shamans: Cast out of the tribe or killed.



The Hyrkanian Shaman



The Hyrkanian shaman is a master of ecstasy and usually has a magical specialty, such as control over fire or health. The Hyrkanian shaman enters an ecstatic state and his soul is believed to leave the body and go into the spirit worlds. The Hyrkanian shaman has spirit helpers and can communicate with these spirits. However, unlike the ecstatic experiences of Black Coast natives, the Hyrkanian shamans retain control of their consciousness. Only on the rarest of occasions would a Hyrkanian shaman become possessed. Hyrkanian shamans have techniques for lucid dreaming and out-of-the-body experiences. They can work with dreams while being conscious and they can fly out-of-the-body so their souls can take journeys. Hyrkanian shamans take journeys into the nether realms, the Outer Dark, to higher levels of existence or even, some claim, to parallel physical worlds. Some can travel out-of-body to other parts of the world. Most nomads who become shamans do so because they had a near-death-experience which honed their shamanic intuition. Others become shamans after being hit by lighting, taking a great fall or nearly dying from a horrible illness. Many report dreams after or during these experiences of their organs being consumed by spirits and replaced – and thus the old nomad is reborn a new man, a shaman. Regardless of the truth or fantasy of such dreams, the near-death experiences tend to give the nomad an increased ability to work with others, an understanding of what it means to die and what can be done to help people live. Most Hyrkanian shamans are men but women are not forbidden by any means.



Shamans are paid for their services by giving them anything they may need for the ceremony or healing, offering ceremonial scarves to honour the helper spirits and giving at least one gift the patient or the patient’s family can afford.



•



Types of Shaman in Hyrkania



There are many varied types of shamans in Hyrkania, depending on where the tribe primarily lived because the shamanistic religion is invariably tied to ecology. Some are merely healers, others are skilled hunters and others exist to ward off evil spirits in efforts to stop plagues or kill witches and sorcerers. Many shamans deal primarily with the forces of the world, either the classic elements such as wind, or the animal kingdom such as wolves. Stories tell of shamans who could sit naked in the snow and melt ice with their body heat. Other shamans can turn into animals. Most Hyrkanian shamans, however, are concerned primarily with the continuation and reproduction of family and are associated with the cult of skies and mountains. Some specialised types of shaman are listed here. •



•



Barishi: A barishi is a bone-setter, although they also help with back pain and skin diseases. They are best at setting broken bones and repairing dislocated bones. They can go into a trance and use spirit-helpers but they do not learn to control spirits (they are not taught any spells that provide control over demons, ghosts or spirits). Barishi usually inherit their powers from their family lines. Bariyachi: A bariyachi is a female shaman who aids in birthing and birth rituals. The bariyachi is a Hyrkanian midwife. She draws on the spirit of the fox for her power. She deals both with the physical side of child
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•



•



birth as well as the spiritual side. Bariyachi usually inherit their powers and learn their skills from their family lines. Otachi: The otachi are female shaman who heal through the power of the wind and tree spirits. They are powerful herbalists who specialise in child care and fertility, although they can also tend to physical ailments of most sorts. They are never buried in an earthen grave but their corpses are raised into trees or high on platforms. They are strong feminists. Otachi do not use drums; instead, they use colourful fans with silk strips. They wear animal hide skirts and wear a colourful hat. Smiths: The smith is a powerful shaman in Hyrkanian society for they control and dominate fire. Instead of drums, smiths use anvils. They create shaman equipment from metal and so rank higher than other shamans. In the shamanistic society of the northern Hyrkanians, the blacksmith is considered more powerful than the shaman, for though the shaman can speak with spirits, the blacksmith commands fire and protected by fire. Often, the blacksmith is the older brother of the more general shaman. Shaman's Assistant: Often a shaman in training, an assistant is invaluable to a shaman. They are charged with preparing the shaman’s equipment, helping with the rituals and so on. Shaman assistants are often people who have a natural inclination toward spirituality but have not had the trauma or calling to be transformed into a shaman. They do not dress as shaman, although the shaman will often gift the assistant with a protective talisman of some sort.



Skills and Abilities of Hyrkanian (presented in Conan: Pirate Isles) or the Nature Shamans Hyrkanian shamans are part of the nomadic tribe and are part of the cavalry and are also horse-archers. All Hyrkanian scholars will take the Mounted Combat and Mounted Archery feats. Feats improving their archery will almost certainly be taken, especially Far Shot, for which the Hyrkanian does not need to meet the prerequisites. Hyrkanians are well-reputed for being able to shoot things at incredible distances. For this reason, a Hyrkanian will often keep his Spot skill as high as possible. It is easier to shoot a thing at a distance if one can see that thing in the distance. A Hyrkanian shaman will usually keep his Ride and Survival skills maximised. A Hyrkanian will rarely walk as much as 20 paces if he can ride instead. He will often put at least 5 ranks in Handle Animal to earn the synergy bonus to Ride. He will usually teach his horses tricks. The shaman will also put ranks in Hide in order to attack from ambush at range. Moving silent is secondary to Hide, as the Hyrkanian scholar rarely gets up close to his prey and distance hides sound fairly well. Hyrkanian shamans will often have ranks in Craft (blacksmith) as well as in various Perform skills. Hyrkanian shamans should put their strongest statistic in Charisma. Shamans live and die by the effectiveness of their magic. A high magic attack bonus is better than more spell points. A high Charisma also adds to Perform bonuses, an important aspect of shamanistic life. Shamans are expected to be able to heal the tribe, so ranks in Heal is a must. Self-Sufficient and Skill Focus (heal) are well-chosen feats for Hyrkanian shamans who specialise in healing. Those who focus on warding off evil spirits take the Counterspells sorcery style early in their careers. Others take the Weather Witching style



Magic sorcery style.



Clothing and Accoutrements of Hyrkanian Shamans



Clothing: Shamans traditionally wear white clothing, usually inherited from previous shamans. Many Hyrkanian shamans believe metal on or about their body is essential. Some carry up to forty pounds of metal strips and bells sewn onto their clothing to represent feathers. Over the kaftan an apron of cotton strips in various colours is worn. Over the apron is worn a leather belt hung with mirrors because evil spirits fear mirrors and because the shamans believe a mirror reflects everything, including secret thoughts. These costumes are considered ongons and usually house the utha soul of the shaman. Shamans often wear helmets with horns but around Pathenia, they wear red silk headcloths instead of a helmet. Wearing metal (weapons do not count) gives a shaman a +1 circumstance bonus per 10 lbs. (maximum +4) while in the spirit world to do whatever he needs to do (see the spell Shamanic Ecstasy in Conan: Faith & Fervour). It offers no bonus while in the ‘real’ world, only when the shaman is in a trance. Dalbuur: Dalbuur are ritual fans used to drive out possessing or disease causing spirits from the sick. If used by a Hyrkanian shaman within 20 feet of a demon or other outsider, this fan forces the entity to make a Will save (vs. the shaman’s magical attack roll) or flee.
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Drums: Hyrkanian shamans prefer the kettle drum, which they believe makes a sound that frightens evil demons and drives them away. Another drum used by the Hyrkanian shamans is a small drum with a handle and rattles inside. The drumstick is an important part of a shaman’s regalia. Some are carved with a horse’s head on the end, some are carved to look like horse’s hooves, some actually are horse’s hooves. Others are just thin sticks covered in snake-skin with coloured ribbons dangling from the mouth of the snake. War drums are made from the skins of black bulls. A smith shaman uses an anvil instead of a drum. Horses and Animals: Hyrkanian shamans traditionally ride white horses and, if they have a pet, only keep white animals for companions. Khadgas: Khadgas are ceremonial scarves that honour the spirits of the shaman’s equipment. They are often given to the shaman as payment for his or her services. Masks: During the triennial ritual to honour all spirits and initiate new shamans, a mask called the aygaldai is worn; this mask is a copper mask of a bear. Other rituals may call for other masks and these are often unique to each clan or tribe. Tngeriin Us: Tngeriin us, which means ‘Heaven’s hair,’ are objects that are magical. There are three types of magic items to the Hyrkanian: objects that have been hit by lightning; meteorites; and ancient artefacts. Magical items are deemed to have their own utha spirit attached to them, giving them some of Heaven’s power. If small enough, these items can be placed in milk or liquor to give the drink the spirit of the object temporarily, which can then be imbibed by the shaman so he can have this power.



Toli: The toli is a metallic circular mirror. The main one is worn over the chest, providing the shaman with armour to deflect a spirit attack. A toli gives a shaman a +1 circumstance bonus to any saves vs. spells or demonic attacks. The shaman can also use the toli to blind spirits and demons. The toli also focuses Heaven’s power on the shaman, giving him a +1 bonus to power points. Shamans often have one or more additional toli to represent spiritual horses for use on spiritual journeys but the bonuses listed above do not stack. Some shaman try to attach as many toli as their benefits do not stack beyond the first.



Barishi Training



Otachi Training



(General)



(General)



Feats



(General)



Hyrkanians are relative newcomers to the Hyborian age but they bring with them ancient traditions dating back to the Lemurians who were their ancestors. This chapter details some unique feats for Hyrkanian characters for cultural flavour.



Aradai-emshe (General)



You are trained as a folk healer, an herbalist of repute. You are not necessarily a shaman (although you could be) but you do know what you are doing with herbs. Prerequisites: Craft (herbalism) 6+ Benefit: The synergy bonus to Heal for Craft (herbalism) ranks is +2 per 5 ranks of Craft (herbalism) if herbs are used in the healing process.



You are trained as a barishi shaman and are skilled in setting broken or dislocated bones, as well as handling skin diseases. Prerequisites: Hyrkanian Shaman; shaman ancestor Benefit: The character gains a +4 competence bonus to Heal checks if the damage involves broken or dislocated bones.



Hyrkanian Shaman You have been called as a shaman for a Hyrkanian nomad clan or tribe. Prerequisites: Hyrkanian; must have experienced Left for Dead or faced some other trauma sufficient for shamanhood (as determined by the Games Master; usually the trauma must necessitate a Fate Point to survive or a horribly unlikely series of die rolls) Benefit: The character gains a +2 bonus on all Craft (herbalism) and Heal checks. The character can cast Shamanic Ecstasy (from Conan: Faith & Fervour) regardless of Sorcery Style taken (if the character does not already have Power Points, the character gains enough to cast the spell once). The character is given all the necessary equipment needed for a shaman (see page XX) when the feat is first taken; equipment lost subsequently is not automatically regained. You are an ordained shaman and this feat otherwise functions as the Priest feat found in Conan the Roleplaying Game. Special: This feat satisfies any prerequisite calling for the Priest feat.
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You have been called as an otachi shaman. You are a skilled herbalist, specialised in the care of children and pregnant women. Prerequisites: Hyrkanian Shaman; Aradaiemshe; female; shaman ancestor Benefit: The character gains a +2 competence bonus to Craft (herbalism) and Heal checks; this benefit is doubled if the patient is a child or a pregnant woman.



Powerful Utha Soul (Sorcerous)



All Hyrkanian shamans have an utha soul, for this is what gives them power points and training; however, your utha soul is particularly powerful. Prerequisites: Shaman costume; Hyrkanian Shaman Benefit: The character gains +1 power point every four character levels possessed by the character, regardless of class. Special: The utha soul is contained in the shaman’s costume as an ongon spirit. If the costume is destroyed or lost, the utha spirit must be sought for and given a new home. The benefits of the feat are lost for the duration of this loss.
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The Spirit, Soul and Body - The Real Good News 

Let us remember, our spirit remains pure, for in the new birth, they are justified ..... Romans 6:12 says: Therefore do not let sin reign in your mortal body, that you.
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spirit 

restaurants, hôtels, bars et magasins – sont repris dans la liste. Téléchargez-la ... in Africa, though. “Ultimately I want to open 54 healthy food schools across Africa to ...... The AirTrain costs $5 (€4) and takes you to Jamaica Station in. Queens
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spirit 

6. 6. NEWS AND. EVENTS. James bond in motion. London, UK. Sans ses voitures gadgets qui restent ...... Airport Express: Antwerp–Brussels. Airport–Antwerp ...
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spirit 

restaurants, hôtels, bars et magasins – sont repris dans la liste. Téléchargez-la ... in Africa, though. “Ultimately I want to open 54 healthy food schools across Africa to ...... The AirTrain costs $5 (€4) and takes you to Jamaica Station in. Queens
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spirit 

Cher Passager,. Pour la plupart d'entre nous, les longues vacances d'été sont déjà terminées… ...... j'ai aussi beaucoup de respect pour mon compatriote Pablo. Le chemin n'a pas .... and frosty drinks. Take off your shoes and sit with ...... Kenyans 
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spirit 

ensuring that your travel with us will not only be hassle-free but will also become even ...... It may be a surreal end to my journey, but if you can't beat them,.
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The Spirit 

Le 11 NOVEMBRE 2018. Foyer Loisirs de. PARIGNE L'EVEQUE. Hooked on country. Rain. Roots. Dear Friend. Cheyenne / The Spirit. Clear Isabel. Castle on ...
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SPIRIT 4 

DRIVING. Pax Capacity: 4 Adults. Seating Configuration: Seatbelts for two in the driving cab and seatbelts for two in the living area. Baby/Booster Seat Fitting: 2 ...
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walking by the spirit 

of man. He is created in the image of God and he is spirit, soul and body. We shall then be able to ...... adopted female attitudes to please his mother. She did not.
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Irish Spirit - Country Way 

HOLD, TOGETHER, POINT LEFT FORWARD, TOGETHER, CROSS BEHIND, UNWIND Â¾ RIGHT,. SIDE ROCK, VINE RIGHT. 1. PAUSE. &2. Pas du PD Ã  cÃ´tÃ© ...
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faith & spirit 

Faith&Spirit est un groupe de Blues/Rock monté par. Vivien Thielen, Matthieu Kischel, et Antoine Teboul durant leur formation d'ingénieur du son à Paris entre ...
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Association of Body Weight and Body Condition 

Methods: Medical records were reviewed, and data regarding initial body weight and body ... Survival times were determined for dogs that were discharged from.
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Spirit of Flight 
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32 spirit-less | 10 

Sake Flight ask your server for details. 32. Test the Waters (Suntori Toki, Yame 10, Kavalan). 25. Tour of Japan (Chichibu Malt & Grain, Akashi White Oak, Ohishi).
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Body Electrical 

23-5 . . . . . . . Relay and Control Unit Locations ... 23-138 . . . . Seat Belt Reminder System ... Integrated Control Unit. Input Test ... Retractor Motor Test. 23-190.
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Augmented Body and Virtual Body - Suguru Goto 

â€œAugmented Body and Virtual Bodyâ€� was performed in, â€œUtopiales,â€� a festival in Nantes ..... language and its perception are the most important goal in terms of a.
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body alu 255 polyester filler - HB Body 

Store in a cool place. Always wear protective equipment. Follow the application instructions mentioned in this TDS. Flash Point: 29Â°C / 84Â°F. Specific Gravity:.
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A. The SPIRIT - Para2000 

Page 2. SOMMAIRE. A - PrÃ©sentation de la SPIRIT. 1 - Les caractÃ©ristiques de la voilure ... et elle vous permettra tout aussi bien de dÃ©couvrir les plaisirs.
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Spirit of The Elements 

Finished Design Size 450 W by 564 H (18 WX22-1/2 Hinches on 25ct fabric) heso. Heaven and Earth Designs. 425 9th Street SW. Willmar MN 56201. 320-214- ...
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Liasse fiscale SPIRIT PROMOTION 

45 137 925 .... 3 T RÃ‰SULTAT COURANT AVANT IMPÃ”TS (I T II + III T IV + V T VI). GW ... 5 T BÃ‰NÃ‰FICE OU PERTE (Total des produits T total des charges). HN.
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spirit passe ses pdf 

Are you looking for spirit passe ses PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download spirit passe ses. Pdf to any kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or ...
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E15 - Christ-Spirit-Covenants 

purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living. God? And for this cause ...... in extent. Free-trade, humanity and liberal government have very much ...
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32 spirit-less | 10 

Clinton Street Sour knob creek rye, thai chili honey, lemon. Verbeni-tini vodka, sake, lemon verbena. Pineapple in Paradise rum blend, banana, pineapple, lime.
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Withings Body 

de calculer votre taux de masse grasse, musculaire et osseuse et donc de connaÃ®tre votre composition corporelle. Mais ce n'est pas tout ce que Withings Body ...
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